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Wait—you’re transphobic?
You have a problem with a guy having his penis removed? He’s a chick, you asshole. God fucked up and made him a dude, but luckily
we have the technology to fix that mistake. Why couldn’t he just be a drag queen? Well, for one, he needs to feel a penis inside him. No,
his butt doesn’t count. He needs to feel a penis go in and out of his vagina—you know, like all women crave. That feeling of having your
vagina fucked. It’s a primal urge, and to deny some woman this feeling just because she’s a dude is downright barbaric.
Coming here from The Advocate? Read Parker Molloy’s dialogue on trans* non-acceptance with a willfully un-PC man here.
Haven’t you seen all the totally functional, happily married, normal trannies walking around? They aren’t all dead, you know. They sell
flowers at the local village and bake pies for their scores of adopted children. They’re non-heteronormative. In fact, the only thing more
normal than castrating yourself and taking tons of hormones to grow tits is chopping them off. Women who get double mastectomies and
then have their cunts turned inside out are just righting a wrong. They need to have a weird cheese blintz-looking thing sticking out of
their previous cooch because it feels way better than wearing a strap-on. Sure, the nerve endings aren’t the same as a real dick, but
standing up to go pee pee is something these women were born to do. How dare you have a problem with that?
You will be totally comfortable when your daughter marries a post-op dude and you should have no problems with her smoking his
blintz. When your dad tells you he is going to have his penis removed and thrown into a biowaste container at the hospital, your soul will
become a placid lake of calm. “That’s totally normal, dad” you’ll say and begin to call him Mom2 from that day forward.
When Janet Mock appears on MSNBC and talks about growing up as a black chick, nobody’s going to bat an eye. We’ll all be totally
comfortable with him retroactively rewriting history and putting a skirt on all his boyhood memories.
I kid. I kid. Of course it’s fucking unusual. We’re all transphobic. We aren’t blind. We see there are no old trannies. They die of drug
overdoses and suicide way before they’re 40 and nobody notices because nobody knows them. They are mentally ill gays who need
help, and that help doesn’t include being maimed by physicians. These aren’t women trapped in a man’s body. They are nuts trapped in
a crazy person’s body. I see them on the streets of New York. They are guys with tits and a sweatshirt. They wear jeans and New
Balance. “What’s the matter with simply being a fag who wears makeup?” I think when I see them. You’re not a woman. You’re a
tomboy at best. Get fucked in the ass. And ladies, if you’re a butch lesbian, you’re a lady with a lot of testosterone. Put a dick on a belt
and fuck your girlfriend. You don’t need to turn your vagina inside out. You’re not a man. You don’t even know what Turf Builder is.
By pretending this is all perfectly sane, you are enabling these poor bastards to mutilate themselves. This insane war on pronouns is
about telling people what to do. It may empower you to shut down a school’s computer system because they phrased your gender
wrong, but that’s just a game to you. To them, it’s a life-changing event that fucks them up. To fight against transphobia is to justify
trannies. To justify trannies is to allow mentally ill people to mutilate themselves. When your actions are getting people mutilated, you’re
at war with them.
It’s not great for women, either. Buying woman parts from a hospital and calling yourself a broad trivializes what it is to be a woman.
Womanhood is not on a shelf next to wigs and makeup. Similarly, being a dude is quite involved. Ripping your vaginal canal out of your
fly doesn’t mean you are going to start inventing shit and knowing how cement works. Being a man is awesome. So is being a woman.
We should revere these creations, not revel in their bastardization. Being gay is a weird quirk that happens at birth. It’s like being an
albino. If you’re born that way, you shouldn’t fight it. You don’t need to change who you are. In fact, doing so is sexist, misandrist,
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homophobic, and further damages the lives of the mentally ill.
Read this: What It’s Like To Come Out As Transgender At Work
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Featured Comment
megan boyle

• 5 days ago

there have been like 130 comments since i spent too much time replying to something that has since been buried
but ME SO MAD WANT PEOPLE KNOW ME TYPE THINKY THOUGHTS!!!!!! so yeah whatever who cares, i
know, and i feel silly for doing this but fuck it, here is what i said about a million years ago in response to a
comment about how this should be taken down:
i agree that the opinions expressed here are pretty reprehensible. if you don't feel right in your body the last thing
you need is another reason to feel like an outsider
it's also...now that i'm thinking more about it, more just a sad example of one (arrested, myopic, likely plagued
with desperately finding the most controversial 'sub-sub-sub-subversive' thing to say just to make noise) person's
thoughts, that in their bold insensitivity, become a good argument against themselves
maybe people will read it and want to be more compassionate
'an example of what not to be'
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fuck i don't know i'm just trying to make something good of this, this shit made me so angry to read, would calm
myself by thinking 'it's just what someone thought, it's just what someone thought, it's just...'
i'm not trans but i don't feel right in this body and i didn't get to choose to be in a body and neither did the author of
see more
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guest

• an hour ago

Don't bother trying to reason with these Trans Assholes.
They don't care about any thoughts, facts or feelings that haven't been prescribed to them by their Quacks On
Retainer.
Don't bother showing them any compassion, either.
They'll have none for you if you don't immediately buy every bit of bullshit and abuse they heap on you, while you kiss
their asses over their magnificent erstatz "struggle".
Just insult and degrade them. Point and laugh, then walk away.
Judging from their own behavior here and everywhere else ...
It's really all they deserve.
2

• Reply • Share ›

Commodore

guest • an hour ago

Go dry your eyes and worry about getting your meds adjusted.
• Reply • Share ›

Gurpreet Vishnu Gupta Singh

• 2 hours ago

Bravo McGinnis! Someone had to say it!
6

• Reply • Share ›

ClockworkZion

Gurpreet Vishnu Gupta Singh • 2 hours ago

Yes, because the person with a degree in English Lit is really the best qualified to make these determinations
about trans people. Oh wait, he's not. He's got as much qualification to make medical and psychological
claims as the homeless man on the street corner who thinks he's God.
4

• Reply • Share ›

Not dead yet?

ClockworkZion • an hour ago

Try some reality. Should work real quick.
1

• Reply • Share ›

ClockworkZion

Not dead yet? • an hour ago

That doesn't even make any sense in relation to what I actually posted. Are you a bot, or are
you just copy and pasting the same posts over and over again in an attempt to upset people 8/18
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you just copy and pasting the same posts over and over again in an attempt to upset people
and see if you can push them to suicide?
Because I'm going to share a little secret with you: people like you are my motivation to not kill
myself. I refuse to roll over and die just to spite every hate-filled fuck in this world.
1

• Reply • Share ›

Then keep being an asshole.

ClockworkZion • an hour ago

Someone will eventually help you out.
1

• Reply • Share ›

ClockworkZion

Then keep being an asshole. • an hour ago

*yawns* You got something more threatening than your keyboard sweetheart or can I write you
off as a waste of time, space and evolution now?
1
asher2789

• Reply • Share ›

• 3 hours ago

@Rick Lopez Jr. ive reported all of your comments, troll.
• Reply • Share ›

asher2789

• 3 hours ago

"They die of drug overdoses and suicide way before they’re 40 and nobody notices because nobody knows them. "
thats because of assholes like you who deny their right to being a person.
fuck you.
5

• Reply • Share ›

Fuck Your Stolen Suffering

asher2789 • 2 hours ago

You ridiculous Fraud.
1

• Reply • Share ›

DragropeJustice

• 4 hours ago

There once was a "woman" named Todd,
Who, in his sickness, pruned his rod;
But as his mind got clearer,
He looked in the mirror
And saw that he'd failed as a god.
5

• Reply • Share ›

M. R.

DragropeJustice • 3 hours ago

Writing a limerick does not make opinions facts.
3

• Reply • Share ›

DragropeJustice

M. R. • 25 minutes ago

Calling your mutilated crotch a vagina does not make you a woman, either.
1

• Reply • Share ›

M. R.

DragropeJustice • 17 minutes ago

You're right. It's not what you physically have that makes your gender, it's what's in your mind. It
just so happens that transexual women who are born with male sex organs get these
procedures to match their mind.
• Reply • Share ›
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Rick Lopez Jr.

• 7 hours ago

Being gay is a genetic expression. It's abnormal but it's natural. Your mental illness is not. Gender Dysphoria doesn't
exist in areas where remote cultures live now or in history. People don't need to become medical monsters to love
themselves. And no, the majority doesn't think we're mentally ill. That's YOU attempting to paint the world with your
own ignorance or the ignorance of others and extrapolating it. And no, men have a prostate in their ASS for a reason.
Gays provide a very necessary tool for nature, our gene when expressed in a heterosexual makes them much more
fertile than normal humans, especially women, and we provide a natural safety net for orphans, such as homosexual
animals do in nature. Also if gays were unnnatural, men wouldn't orgasms from having rock hard dicks massaging
the insides of their asses. Don't attempt to mix my natural nature with your unnatural mental illness, child. And lastly,
DRAG QUEENS are not part of the TRANS community. It's THEATER to us. No drag queen wants to cut off their
dicks. Drag queens do it for fun and when they get home, honey the slippers and makeup come off. They don't suffer
from MENTAL ILLNESS like you do.
3

• Reply • Share ›

M. R.

Rick Lopez Jr. • 3 hours ago

Do you really know about the history of remote cultures throughout all time? Because there are many
examples of trans people, or people changing their gender in a society.
• Reply • Share ›

Marita

Rick Lopez Jr. • 4 hours ago

What's with the constant obsession with "cutting off dicks"? Trans Women don't do this. Could it be your
latent desire rearing its head?
2

• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda

Rick Lopez Jr. • 7 hours ago

Your hypocrisy is fucking hilarious.
If you are trying to reply to me at least try to keep it inline.
When I get home my bra and makeup comes off too.. So the fuck what? I don't take out my brain and hang up
my gender when I get home..
and drag isn't theater. It's minstrelism.. But I wouldn't expect you to understand that because you are a willing
tool of the patriarchy.. The same patriarchy that for thousands of years has held you down too.
You're getting so angry your rhetoric is starting to sound completely batshit.. Slow down and try to choose
your words more carefully. Because what you just wrote made no sense at all.
Splitting paragraphs is also helpful for clarity.. Lets see if we can't just get some cogent arguments out of you
yet!
1

• Reply • Share ›

Scaffy McBeans

Ezmyrelda • 6 hours ago

"You're hypocrisy is fucking hilarious."
"Your," not "You're."
** This post brought to you by Spod the grammar chimp. **
4

• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda

Scaffy McBeans • 5 hours ago

Cool, thanks.. I corrected my mistake. I forgot to do my own editing on that one.. You're real
special for helping me out with that.
1

• Reply • Share ›
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Not dead yet?

Ezmyrelda • 2 hours ago

Try some reality. It'll finish you off real quick.
• Reply • Share ›

Rick Lopez Jr.

Ezmyrelda • 7 hours ago

And you're also a BAD PERSON, anyone who would compare 'Drag Queens' to 'Blackface actors /
musicians' is a subtle racist and you've just let your racist flag fly!
2

• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda

Rick Lopez Jr. • 5 hours ago

Oh? Why is that? Putting on makeup to impersonate and make fun of black people is racist but
putting on makeup to impersonate and make fun of women isn't misogynistic? Ok, there buddy
boy. Hypocracy much?
2
M. R.

• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda • 3 hours ago

Drag is not about making fun of women. The jokes and references made are not at women's
expense.
• Reply • Share ›

Azima Khan

Rick Lopez Jr. • 6 hours ago

While I don't fully agree with Ezmyrelda that Drag is minstrelism, it's ridiculus to call her a bad
person because her opinion is different from yours while not harmful to you.
1

• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda

Azima Khan • 5 hours ago

Ok, then I concede that we need a new term for it.. It sure as hell isn't worlds apart though..
You may think it's all in fun but I'm not laughing. How precisely and exactly is it different?.. With
drag queens it's even worse because they aren't even singing or playing a musical instrument
themselves. Actually, Ok.. Worse is debatable.. Which is worse? subjugating a group of people
for several hundred years and trying to co opt their jobs after the fact or subjugating a gender
for thousands of years and then putting on makeup and heels to reinforce stereotypes about
how women think, talk, and act? It suffices to say that the oppression olympics are fucked up
and no, as a woman I absolutely do not see a distinction.. I see gay men trying to lift
themselves up by shitting all over another group.
• Reply • Share ›

M. R.

Ezmyrelda • 3 hours ago

You really misunderstand drag. If it was done by a bunch of straight men you could have a
point. However, it is about the fabulosity of womanhood, the elegance and the characters you
can be. It is about gay men unleashing an inner diva that society looks down on in men. It's
about illusion and beauty, NOT oppression.
Many women love drag and continually go to shows. I doubt there are many black people
wanting to attend black-face minstrel shows.
2

• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda

M. R. • 3 hours ago

Whether it's done by straight men or gay men doesn't mean a lick of difference. If it actually
were about gay men unleashing an inner diva that society looks down on in MEN they would be
MEN and do it as MEN. If Drag performers want to divest themselves of their portrayal of us in
their "artform" I would have no problem with it.. But as they are appropriating our images while
http://thoughtcatalog.com/gavin-mcinnes/2014/08/transphobia-is-perfectly-natural/
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their "artform" I would have no problem with it.. But as they are appropriating our images while
they are reinforcing stereotypes that women are catty bitches.. That I have problems with.
Women and men both love some questionable and fucked up shit.. Doesn't mean they are
right.
• Reply • Share ›

Die screaming

Ezmyrelda • an hour ago

Fuck you and your crackerjack identity.
You loathsome, pretentious political shill.
• Reply • Share ›

M. R.

Ezmyrelda • 3 hours ago

I've never been under the impression that there is a stereotype of women as catty bitches. That
stereotype is much more associated with gay men and that comes out in the performance of
drag. I can't speak for all drag queens but it gives many a new form of confidence to be able to
take on this role of another person completely different from themselves, and yet very true to
who they feel they are. It's a complete transformation and I have never once felt like women
were victimized. I don't need to be a woman either to feel this, just as I don't need to be black to
notice racism.
The humour of drag is definitely not at women's expense. There is no jokes about being
emotional, or just wanting to get married, or any other typical woman-jokes. The jokes are
about over-sexuality, and tongue-and-cheek references to them being men, etc.
I cannot tell you that you are not offended if you are, but I really do not think that drag is a form
of misogyny.
• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda

M. R. • 2 hours ago

Ahh.. I see.. They want to gain a new form of confidence by being somebody completely
different to themselves.. But those people that they are supposedly expressing themselves as
are somehow 99% of the time women.. That you define "women-jokes" as supposedly a very
specific thing and reference sexist tropes says a lot about what you do and don't see.
Unfortunately sometimes you actually do have to be a woman and live as a woman to
understand and see these things.. You may think you understand racism. But unless you were
a black man you would never understand it intrinsically.. I'm hispanic, and I would never lower
myself by disrespecting the black man by thinking I understand one damned iota of what they
deal with on a day to day basis.. Instead.. I see the slights to women and trans people..
• Reply • Share ›

You Are Not A Woman

Ezmyrelda • an hour ago

You Ugly Transbian Poseur
• Reply • Share ›

M. R.

Ezmyrelda • 2 hours ago

Okay then in your better experience can you please name a specific time you saw a drag
queen and saw some sort of misogynistic joke? And if so, was it in such bad taste that it would
forever cloud the minds of those in attendance, making them think less of women or was it a
light-hearted throwaway joke? And do you think that drag queen's existence have harmed
women in any way and how so?
It's true drag queens could dress as animals, aliens, minerals or whatever if they want to
express themselves in a different way other than masculinity, but sticking to being humans
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express themselves in a different way other than masculinity, but sticking to being humans
seems more appealing and relatable.
The difference between acting as the opposite gender versus a culture on stage is that gender
norms are something you are forced to identify with by society. Cultural norms are not forced
upon you. They are coincidences that people share in a community. Not every black person will
enjoy what we consider aspects of black culture, and that is not really a problem. A black man
not liking watermelon is not a problem, so it is a problem when someone makes a joke about
black people liking watermelon. It is insulting and ignorant. But if you are a man, society is less
accepting of you not partaking in "male" culture. Example: a teen boy taking wearing lipstick vs.
not will get more grief than the reverse. You are banned from acting "feminine" and thus the
opportunity to poke fun at society's ignorance. In this way, the humour is not a matter of "Look
see more
• Reply • Share ›

Azima Khan

Ezmyrelda • 5 hours ago

I am a trans person and I know of the tense relationship with the drag community. I also know
drag is many things, including a way of challenging gender norms. It's also part of the identity of
some drag performers, an alter ego that is still part of their whole. I don't have anything against
them.
I do have plenty against people like Ru Paul who try to speak for trans people while being
immune to the negative impacts of his actions..
2

• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda

Azima Khan • 4 hours ago

I can't see that it challenges gender norms by caricaturing current tired and completely
inaccurate ones.. but ok. I see it as an unfortunate vector that some of our trans sisters have
had to travel along to survive in a hateful world.. Drag is not above examination.
• Reply • Share ›

Rick Lopez Jr.

Ezmyrelda • 7 hours ago

LOL! Everything you said is completely invalid because you just used the word 'Patriarchy' and anyone
using that term is about as delusional as someone saying 'communists are socialists'- you don't know
what you're talking about. There's no such thing as the Patriarchy and the fact you think there is one
shows you're brainwashed by social neofeminist bullshit. No wonder you're mentally ill.
1

• Reply • Share ›

asher2789

Rick Lopez Jr. • 3 hours ago

"theres no such thing as patriarchy"
LMFAO SAYS A MAN
2

• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda

Rick Lopez Jr. • 4 hours ago

Alllll righty then douchebag.. What in the fuck would you call the society we live in? No, don't
bother.. It doesn't serve you for women to get the same rights in our society.. If you think we do
have the same rights and opportunities you are just another smug self satisfied deluded MRA
dudebro just like all the other ones sucking eachothers cocks at this particular shit show.. Just
because you desperately don't want it to exist (because that would mean you weren't as great
as you thought you were and the history of men would just look like a long string of men acting
shitty to women) doesn't mean it doesn't exist.. You are fucking paid by society to look the other
way. Of course you deny it's existence..
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You can't make something true just by repeating it over and over again louder and louder..
Though.. strangely.. That does seem to be the most favored tactic by testosterone choked
emotional infants like you.
• Reply • Share ›

Scaffy McBeans

Ezmyrelda • 4 hours ago

^ Heh, looks like someone has daddy issues.
This amuses me.
• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda

Scaffy McBeans • 3 hours ago

It would amuse you. You seem like an asshole.. Yes, my father died when I was 11.. Yes, of
course I have issues with his death. It amuses me that you actually think you can distill my
complex and extremely unique issues into having anything to do with my transition though.. I
have no problems saying that I ignored who I knew myself to be because I was distraught for
most of my life because of his passing.. I have no problems baring my soul.. It's certainly
stronger than your ignorant intolerance..
I can already tell that people are going to deliberately misunderstand me.. But I don't really give
a crap what people who are determined to misunderstand me think.. I was always very girly, I
was always feminine even before he died, and I felt very much like a daddies girl when he was
alive..
I was made this way for a reason.. My struggles and life lessons have nothing to do with your
struggles or life lessons.. and my goals to become a better person do not include small minded
people like you..
As a transgender lesbian I am coming closer and closer to that which I adore. The divine and
compassionate nature of femininity..
see more
• Reply • Share ›

Scaffy McBeans

Ezmyrelda • 3 hours ago

tl;dr
1

• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda

Scaffy McBeans • 3 hours ago

Because reading is hard for you.. It's ok.. Some of us can read faster and some like you
struggle with individual words.
• Reply • Share ›

Rick Lopez Jr.

• 8 hours ago

No, I don't want you in my club. (To be trans is not to be gay). No I don't believe B or T belong with GLBT. I want you
to cure yourself. I want you to find self acceptance and self love without having to harm the physical form you are and
deny. I want you to learn to be the person you were meant to be and harness that genetic destiny without needing to
multilate your body because the current profit-seeking establishment coddled and accepted and elevated your mental
illness. You suffer from gender envy and self hate and need the right medication and counseling to overcome your
problem. I pity people like you and I've held the hand of 35+ post-op transgender individuals who have told me their life
story, their path to transitioning, and how it destroyed their lives. How they feel lied to and unhappy they underwent
surgery. Many of them wish they had never listened to the psychologists telling them that reassignment was a cure. I
know these people personally and have seen their suffering and regression. Healing your mental illness is possible
http://thoughtcatalog.com/gavin-mcinnes/2014/08/transphobia-is-perfectly-natural/
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because it's environmental in nature and takes time to overcome that social programming you suffer from.
• Reply • Share ›

asher2789

Rick Lopez Jr. • 3 hours ago

go fuck yourself.
• Reply • Share ›

Jessie

Rick Lopez Jr. • 5 hours ago

If you want us gone, we get to take back Stonewall and everything that came from it. It wasn't white, gay, cis
guys who threw those bricks and rioted, it almost never is. Look up Sylvia Rivera and Marsha P. Johnson for
starters.
6

• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda

Rick Lopez Jr. • 7 hours ago

Whoopty fucking doo dude.. Compressing all your tired BS and repeating it doesn't make it any truer.. I AM
NOT THOSE MISGUIDED FUCKING CROSS DRESSERS WHO MADE A BAD DECISION.
I weighed the consequences and live with the results.. Yeah, dude.. You've been the shoulder to cry on for
multiple detransitionsers. How fucking odd.. I've never met a single one in my life..
You are a bigoted self righteous lying fucking hypocrite.. You do yourself a disservice by continuing to reply on
this excuse for an article because everybody can see how much of a pathetic fucking loser you are.
• Reply • Share ›

Rick Lopez Jr.

• 8 hours ago

He's not saying this stuff because he hates trans sexuals, he just wants them to get the proper mental health they
need. Counseling, medication, and a road to self acceptance rather than coddling, reinforcement of a delusion, and
the allowance of self mutilation when there's many, many trans people who regress, regret, and feel they have been
betrayed by the medical and psychological establishment. Transitioning is not a cure. Counseling and self
acceptance is.
• Reply • Share ›

Ezmyrelda

Rick Lopez Jr. • 7 hours ago

Oh, jesus fuck.. Yeah dude.. He's a real mother theresa.. A regular dalai lama of good intentions and
positivity..
"many, many".. Is that an approximation, ballpark, or just pulled out of your ass.. You don't know any fucking
trans people.. Quit fucking lying..
Again, I will tell you that anybody who feels betrayed by the medical community has nobody but themselves to
blame.. You have no idea what the process for going through transition is like. Nobody just hands us a tranny
card.. I spent 20 years of my life believing I was male while being miserable everyday.. I start transitioning and
start taking hormones and I suddenly can think without feeling despair.. Your greatest assumption is that I
can't tell you if I'm happy or not.. Get off your high horse. What you are doing is nothing more than attempting
to erase my achievements and happiness. If you're so interested in counseling how about you take it for being
gay and see how well that works out for you.. and dude bro.. I accept myself.. I am fucking beautiful.. I won the
goddamned genetic lottery as far as trans women are concerned.. My body is lithe and feminine. Sure, I have
problems with self esteem. Everyone does.. I would like to be a more diplomatic communicator.. Everyone
has room for improvement.. But when I look into the mirror I want to see a pretty girl staring back.. and I do..
So.. go ahead.. continue to limit yourself by your tired stereotypes and assumptions.. I couldn't give two fucks
about your level of enlightenment.. Your monkeys. Your circus.
1
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Scaffy McBeans Ezmyrelda • 4 hours ago
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Ezmyrelda • 4 hours ago

"I am fucking beautiful.. I won the goddamned genetic lottery as far as trans women are concerned.."
Eh, don't flatter yourself, Sugartits. You look like a cross-eyed mashup of Alanis Morisette and John
Turturro.
2
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